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Guess what? Books and berries are a thing now, thanks to Samantha 

Grayer! This spirited teenager from Great Falls, Virginia, is blending 



 

 

her love for chocolate-covered strawberries with her passion for 

boosting literacy. Let’s dive into this sweet and savvy story. 

The Quick Rundown: 

An energetic teen named Samantha Grayer — a bustling sophomore at Langley 

High School — had a cool idea. 

Why not hand out engaging books to young kids and celebrate reading with 

delicious chocolate-dipped strawberries? She brought this vision to life on August 

18th, gifting books to eager 3-year-olds across Washington, D.C. 

Samantha enthusiastically shared, “We’ll read a fun book together. After 

that? Chocolate strawberry-making time! I can’t wait to see the joy 

on their faces.” 

Last year, Samantha’s lightbulb moment led to the creation of Berries for Books — 

a nonprofit aimed at boosting literacy for underserved children in Southeast D.C. 

Here’s a startling fact: only about 11% of students in the area are proficient in 

reading by 3rd grade. 

When Samantha learned this statistic, she thought, “I need to help change 

that!” Fueled by determination, she rolled up her sleeves and got to work. 

So, How Does It Work? 



 

 

Have you ever tasted a juicy strawberry dipped in velvety chocolate and 

thought, “Mmm, I wonder if I could help kids learn to read with 

this”? Probably not. 

But in a stroke of genius, Samantha did! She started selling these sweet treats at 

school and local events, using the profits to buy children’s books tailored to 

different age groups. 

She also rallied kind-hearted community members to donate new books. 

Her recent reading and berry-making event was a huge hit for kids and parents! 

And guess what? It marked the first collaboration between Berries for Books and 

the nonprofit Easterseals. 

Samantha gushed, “Partnering with Easterseals has been amazing. Our 

missions align seamlessly.” 

The Easterseals students, ranging from tiny 6-month-olds to energetic 5-year-old 

explorers, were all gifted a new book personalized to their interests and abilities. 

But wait, Samantha isn’t stopping there. She revealed, “We’re going to install 

tiny free libraries in elementary schools all over the district. And 

every week, more principals say, ‘We want one of those at our 

school!’ I’m over the moon about spreading more reading joy.” 



 

 

Oh, and the best part? The mini-libraries are completely free for schools. They 

magically pop up on campuses stocked with fresh books for students, funded 

entirely by Samantha’s grit and community donations. 

What Drives Samantha? 

When she’s not a literacy superhero, you can find Samantha sprinting down the 

field as captain of her school soccer team or bossing it as head editor of the 

newspaper. 

Juggling all these commitments and her charity? She laughs, “It’s easy-peasy! 

My passion for youth literacy fits right in alongside school stuff.” 

Remember those book donation boxes that spouted up everywhere last year? That 

was the work of Samantha and her fledgling Berries for Books initiative. 

She secured permission to place them in local businesses and spread the word 

online. Her enthusiasm proved contagious, leading to an overflowing abundance 

of book donations. 

Samantha has been an avid reader, devouring books of all genres since her early 

years. She recalls, “My parents read to me every single night. I know 

how magical and formative those early reading experiences were for 

me.” This inspired her to pay that gift forward. 

Beyond just giving books, Samantha takes time to connect with the kids at her 

events. She shares, “I love watching their eyes light up when we read 



 

 

together. And they get so excited dipping the strawberries in 

chocolate! Seeing them connect between reading and fun is what it’s 

all about.” 

The Ripple Effect 

Samantha’s efforts aren’t going unnoticed. Her initiative has inspired others to 

brainstorm their creative literacy projects. 

From free poetry workshops to improv storytelling sessions, Samantha has 

prompted a ripple effect of reading inspiration. 

Resident Maya Thomas remarks, “When I heard about Berries for Books, 

it made me think — what can I do to make reading irresistible for 

kids? Samantha’s awesome work motivates so many of us to take 

action, too.” 

The Takeaway: 

Samantha’s inventive mix of strawberries, stories, and contagious positivity is 

revolutionizing literacy access for underserved youth in D.C. So next time you bite 

into a sweet chocolate-covered strawberry, think of the world-changing magic 

Samantha is spreading. 

One strawberry, one book at a time. Her vision proves that one 

person can make a difference with passion and purpose. 
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